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ABSTRACT: Online recommendations are considered as
a useful approach to encourage consumer purchases and
drive product sales in e-commerce. This paper uses a
multimodal approach to examine the effectiveness of online
recommendations using the lenses of econometric
modeling and text mining. Applying data on Amazon’s
“customers who bought this item also bought”
recommendation, commonly referred to as the co-purchase
network, this study presents several findings. First, the
effects of direct co-purchase recommendations on product
sales are essentially strong, regardless of other potential
factors that can also affect those sales. Second, the sales
of one product can have positive effect on the sales of
another, when the latter is suggested in co-purchase
recommendations. Moreover, the similarity of the customer
base between the two co-purchased products, which can
be extracted using text mining from online reviews, will
affect that product’s sales. This finding leads to the
conclusion that online recommendations achieve by
recommending related products to like-minded
consumers, and that recommendation effect is significant.
These results contribute to academics and practitioners
by providing clear economic evidence of the value of using
text mining approaches for online recommendations.
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1. Introduction

The innovation of Internet technologies has created a
growing opportunity for companies and their customers
to engage in online business, leading to greater so-called
business-to-customer (B2C) e-commerce. Online
companies are now exploiting innovative techniques, such
as data mining, collaborative filtering, and social network
analysis to offer effective or personalized tools that
encourage consumer purchasebehavior and increase
product sales. Among these is a well-known supportive
feature of B2C websites, the recommendation. Prior
studies have shown that online recommendations
influenced consumers’ perceptions of both transactional
and social orientations of a certain website [1]. [2] and [3]
further argued that personalized recommendations play a
significant, but mixed, role in affecting the consumer
purchase experience. In addition, recommendations have
been shown to be effective in creating greater customer
loyalty to e-commerce websites while generating higher
sales [4].

One typical approach toward providing recommendations
often adopted in e-commerce websites is the item-to-item
recommendation, which recommends products to
consumers based on the product itself. A well-known
example is the “customers who bought this item also
bought” recommendation provided by Amazon.com. This
type of recommendation is referred to as a co-purchase
network [5][6]. In a co-purchase recommendation, a list
of items is suggested in a sorted way such that the product
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placed on the leftmost position is considered the most
likely to be co-purchased by consumers and induce a
transaction. Many recent studies on information systems
have recognized the role of co-purchase networks in
affecting e-commerce outcomes. For example, [5]
demonstrated that the structures of a co-purchase
network do affect demand in e-commerce and lead to a
long tail phenomenon.

While there is a growing interest in studying how item-to-
item recommendations positively influence the shopping
experience and product sales, two key points were argued
in prior work. First, it remains questionable how to best
accurately model the effect co-purchase
recommendations have on actual product sales. More
specifically, given that not only the products listed in the
co-purchase recommendation, but also other factors
occurring on e-commerce websites can impact product
sales, how can one precisely understand how the sale of
one product affects that of another recommended by the
online company? This problem has become a major e-
commerce issue. Another point raised in the previous work
is whether consumers clearly purchase products based
on product awareness [7][8] or simply on the
recommendations. Take the co-purchase recommendation
for example. Individual consumers may co-purchase the
productshown on the recommendation list. However, it is
very likely that consumers co-purchase that product simply
because of their general awareness of the product,
regardless of the recommendations suggested by the
online companies.

This paper thus proposes a multimodal approach using
econometric estimation and text mining to 1) measure
the sales effect one product has on another, specifically
in Amazon’s co-purchase network for the book market,
and 2) examine whether this effect is due to online
recommendations or general product awareness. To
approach the first task, one notices that the direct link
from one book to another as suggested in the co-purchase
list is generally known to induce a sales impact on the
co-purchased book. However, it is also argued that people
usually ignore the fact that other books that are not
apparently observed from this co-purchase network might
also impact the book’s sales. These “other books”
correlate with both the book currently of interest and the
book from co-purchase recommendations and serve as
extraneous variables, leading to the issue of endogeneity
[9]. How to precisely model this link effect is a major
issue when evaluating the effectiveness of a co-purchase
network. This study suggests that, when using book sales
data from the “customers who bought this item also bought”
section that is provided by Amazon.com, an instrument
variable estimation model should be introduced, one
aiming to examine the estimation approach so as to model
the link effects of co-purchase recommendations more
precisely. In particular, when the consumer is shopping
for a certain book, referred to here as the target book,
that book comes with a list  of sorted recommended books
that are suggested in the “customers who bought this

item also bought” section, referred to here as the
recommended books. By introducing an instrument
variable book that correlates with the target book but not
with the recommended books, an instrument variable  book
that correlates with the target book but not with the
recommended books, an instrument variable estimation
model is presented, thus examining whether and how
much this instrument will influence the direct link effect
that the target book has on the recommended books.

The second task, which examines the roles played by
online recommendations and product awareness when
consumers purchase a product, is more challenging. This
task is equivalent to the question about the degree the
link sales effect of the target book has on the
recommended books from the online recommendations.
Therefore, online recommendations were further
investigated by looking at the customer base of two related
books. The proposed hypothesis is as follows. If two like-
minded consumers are to be suggested with similar books,
then the online recommendation works more effectively
because it can identify similar consumers who share
common interests and purchase preferences, and
accordingly provide book recommendations. To understand
this customer base further, the text mining approach was
applied, specifically text clustering analysis, to
automatically group the consumers based on their online
reviews. This grouping can reveal consumer opinions,
interests, or preferences pertaining to a specific book.

These findings provide two significant observations. First,
when using an instrument book for model estimation, it is
possible to examine the factors that are influencing product
link effects on sales. The results of this study show that,
although the endogeneity of target books is usually
ignored, the effectiveness and value of the effects of co-
purchase recommendations remain strong. This study
further provides insights for practitioners. For e-commerce
website providers or online companies, the findings
recognize that using online recommendations will help
affect product sales, thus less-weighting the possibility
of these effects coming only from pure product awareness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A literature
review is presented in Section 2, including discussions of
prior work pertaining to online recommendations, co-
purchase networks, and e-commerce outcomes from such
recommendations. Section 3 describes the data set
adopted for this study. The text clustering approach is
given in Section 4, followed by the theoretical models and
estimation results in Section 5. Concluding remarks and
future research opportunities are given in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

A good online recommendation is widely recognized as
an effective tool for enhancing the consumer shopping
experience as well as encouraging product sales for an
online business. The idea of recommendation is rooted in
the belief that by showing consumers compelling products,
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an e-commerce website can maximize the possibility of
a transaction. Generally, online recommendations include
three main categories [10]. The first is a personalized
recommendation, which recommends products based on
the consumer’s purchase histories. The second type of
recommendation, called social recommendation,
recommends a product to users according to the past
shopping behavior of like-minded consumers. The third
category, called item recommendation, recommends
products to consumers based on the actual product.

One of the leading exemplars of online recommendations
can be found on Amazon.com. Over the years,
Amazon.com has invested money and brainpower to
develop an intelligent and effectiverecommendation
system that “taps into consumers’ browsing route,
purchase history, and shopping experience of other
consumers,” according to [11]. The item recommendation
on Amazon.com is carried out through a “customers who
bought this item also bought” list, referred to as “co-
purchase” recommendations in this study. This
recommendation is often based on basket pairings, which
are considered more accurate than lifetime consumer
pairings, and prior studies have shown that co-purchased
items may increase the product sales [6]. Some
interesting observations are offered on co-purchase
recommendations by [12]. First, the items listed as
“customers who bought this item also bought” are sorted
in such a way that the higher rankings on the list are
more likely to be involved in a transaction. Second, one of
the original intentions of co-purchase recommendations
was to provide productswith similar titles to a customer
to build an order up high enough to reach free shipping.
This strategy, however, is not observed in some of the
sorted “customers who bought this item also bought” list.
This phenomenon suggests that Amazon.com might
introduce advanced manipulations when generating the
recommendation list. The idea of co-purchase
recommendations is also consistent with the research in
marketing over the past decades, which found that
decomposing consumer utility for underlying product
characteristics could significantly improve the accuracy
of marketing models [13]. The genetics considered in co-
purchase recommendations, therefore, is essentially a
manifestation of product characteristics [14]. Figure 1
shows a typical example of such co-purchase
recommendations on Amazon.com.

The sale effects induced by the product links that are
generated from the co-purchase recommendations have
been widely studied in the previous literature. [5] investi-
gated how such co-purchase network structures change
demand distribution by network traffic between e-com-
merce product pages. The authors found that when the
traffic distribution generated by the network was less
skewed than the intrinsic traffic distribution, such net-
work structures evened out demand across products, lead-
ing to a demand distribution with a longer tail. The back-
ground of co-purchase recommendations also empha-
sizes the rationale that product sales are impacted through

the product links that are built by the “customers who
bought this item also bought” list. However, as shown in
prior efforts, little is understood about other factors  that
might also affect these co-purchased recommendation
links, thus producing biased model estimation. This study
improves the current literature by introducing an instru-
ment book model estimation to evaluate the effects of co-
purchase recommendations on sales.

How to measure the effects of online recommendations
is not an easy task. One possible and natural assump-
tion resulting from online recommendations is that with
the help of an effective recommendation system, online
companies tend to recommend related, especially moti-
vational, products to like-minded consumers. These con-
sumers are viewed as sharing common interests and simi-
lar purchase preferences. One way to understand con-
sumers using the Amazon.com book market is through
their online reviews [15]. Consumers post or read online
reviews and gain more information on the product from
different perspectives. There is broad literature and vari-
ous studies that have discussed whether or not theonline
reviews actually affect sales [16][17][18][19]. In this study
particularly, online reviews are analyzed using a text min-
ing approach in order to understand the consumer com-
position, or customer base. Whether and to what degree
the similarity of the customer base between the target
and the recommended books impacts sales of the latter
can reveal the effectiveness of online recommendations.
Text mining techniques were adopted in this study to au-
tomatically cluster online reviews into groups based on
their textual features [20].

3. Data

This study focuses on Amazon.com book market because
by far books are a product category with the largest
number of individual titles, and the product set is also
relatively stable over a period of time. Daily book
information on Amazon.com was thus collected from
randomly selected five categories. These five categories
included: 1) Arts & Photography → General; 2) Business
& Money → General; 3) Children’s Books → Educational;
4) Literature & Fiction → General; and 5) Mystery, Thriller
& Suspense → General. Selections from these five random
categories cover books from various disciplines and are
thus relatively unbiased. For each of the categories, the
top 500 best sellers were collected, resulting in a total of
2,500 books taken into account.

The data was collected on a daily basis and lasted for a
one-week period. These 2,500 books are referred to here
as target books, standing for those books in which
consumers are currently interested. For each of the 2,500
books, the respective “customers who bought this item
also bought” information was also collected, consisting
of the first three books (listed from left to right) ranked in
the order of the possibility of their being co-purchased
from Amazon’s standpoint and also suggested by
Amazon.com. These three ranked books are called
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Figure 1. Co-Purchase Recommendations on Amazon.com(ã 2015 Amazon.com)

recommended books in this study, which were correlated
with the target books and then considered to have product
links to them. A third type of book, instrument books,

Book Title: The title name of each book.

Sale Price: The price on Amazon.com on the day the
data was collected.

Sales Rank: The sales rank or the number associated
with each book on Amazon.com on the day the data was
collected. This number measures the relative demand of
the book compared to other products. Given that it is the
sales rank, the lower the number, the higher the sales of
that particular book for the day.

Co-Purchase Rank: This attribute is only associated with
the three books listed as co-purchase recommendations.
The rank represents the position of the product on that
list. For example, if the book is listed at the leftmost
position, then its co-purchase rank is assigned a 1. Hence,
there were 1-3 co-purchase ranks.

For each of the target and recommended books, the most

recent 100 consumer online reviews and their
corresponding reviewers are also extracted. Notice that if
some books had a total number of reviews less than 100,
then the entire set of reviews was extracted.

4. Text Analysis

To understand the roles played by online recommendations
and product awareness when consumers purchase a
product, online recommendations need to be investigated
by looking at the customer base of two related books. A
text clustering analysis is thus adopted to automatically
group the consumers based on their online reviews. The
difficulty of dealing with web extraction data is caused by
the essence of these data, which pertains to several unique
characteristics. First, the scale of online textual data is
growing rapidly. Second, considering each word or phrase
as a “dimension” makes the data highly dimensional. Third,
there are usually word and semantic ambiguities. For
instance, words can contain multiple meanings (baseball
bat vs. flying bat) or be synonyms (buy vs. purchase). In
addition, web data are likely to be noisy, consisting of
small talks, abbreviations, spelling mistakes, etc. They
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are usually not well structured either. Therefore, before
conducting a clustering analysis of online reviews, the
following preprocessing steps were first performed, making
an effort to attenuate any harm that these characteristics
might bring to the study.

Stemming -Stemming is used to reduce data
dimensionality by identifying a word using its stem, base,
or root while at the same time reserving its semantic
meaning. For example, a stemming algorithm reduces
the words “flying” and “flew” to the root word, “fly”. In this
study, the widely-used stemming algorithm, the Porter
Stemmer [21] implemented in CLUTO [22], was adopted.

Stop Words Removal - Removing stop words is considered
a crucial step toward text preprocessing. By identifying
the most common words that are unlikely to help with
text mining, these words can be eliminated from the data,
thus reducing noisy and irrelevant information. In this study,
a manually coded stop word list was provided, which
contains 390 of the most common words such as “you”,
“the”, “of “, “a”, etc., and then used to clean the textual
data.

For a clustering analysis, textual review data are
represented by the vector-space model, which is frequently
used in information retrieval, collaborative filtering, and
text classification [20]. CLUTO, a software tool specifically
designed and used for clustering high-dimensional data,
was adopted for text clusteringanalysis in this study, as
the data was considered complex, large-scaled, and highly
dimensional [22].

In this study, the clustering of online reviews was used to
represent the consumer composition for each book,
forming the customer base.Therefore, for each individual
book i with a maximum 100 reviews clustered, a
corresponding customer base Bi was formed, consisting
of the K clusters bi

1,bi
2,...,bi

K,in which the number of
members in each cluster was |bi

1|,|bi
2|,...,|bi

K|,respectively.
To measure the customer similarity of two books  and ,
the following similarity index was computed:

sim (i, j) =
1

√ (|bi
1 − bj

1|) + (|bi
2 − bj

2|) +...+ (|bi
K − bj

K|)
 (1)

Euclidean distance is adopted for this study, as it is being
widely used in clustering problems, including clustering
text [23]. It also satisfies the four conditions of a true
distance metric, namely, (1) the distance between any
two points must be non-negative; (2) the distance between
two objects must be zero if and only if the two objects are
identical; (3) the distance may be symmetric; and (4) the
measure satisfies triangle inequality. Euclidean distance
is also the default measure used for the K-means
algorithm.

Given the calculation of the customer base similarity, Table
1 and Table 2 present the summary statistics for the
analyzed data.In Table 1, the means and standard
deviations for the sales ranks of all collected data are
presented. Specifically, as discussed earlier, the collected
data can be further divided into Target Books (the books
in which consumers are currently interested in viewing),
Recommended Books (books recommended by
Amazon.com and ranked from left (#1) to right (#3) on the
recommendation list), and Instrument Books (books
derived directly from Target Books, but with a time lag 1).
Table 1 shows that the means and standard deviations for
the sales ranks of collected data are the same scale,
regardless of what type of bookto which each belongs.Table
2 presents the means and standard deviations for the
similarity between all the target books and their three
recommended books (ranked #1, rank #2, and rank #3,
respectively). The statistics shows that while the means
forthe similarities are on a smaller scale, they still tend to
be consistent.

The similarity index takes the form of the reciprocal of the
Euclidean distance between the customer clusters of
books i and j, meaning that the smaller the Euclidean
distance of the two books’ customer bases is, the more
similar these two books are(i.e., have agreater similarity
index). For example, if the Euclidean distance of the
customer clusters of two books is 2, then the similarity
index will be 0.5. On the other hand, if the Euclidean
distance of the customer clusters of two books is 4, then
the similarity index will be 0.25. The two books in the
former case are considered more similar than those in
the latter case, as the similarity index of the former is
greater.

              Mean
(Standard Deviation)

Target           Recommended             Instrument
Books           Books                        Books

Rank #1  Rank #2  Rank #3

Sales 9.96        8.46         8.68      8.75         9.94

Rank  (2.59)        (2.14)      (2.17)    (2.21)       (2.61)

Table 1. Statistics Summary of Amazon.com Co-Purchase
Data: Sales Rank

Similarity sim (i, j) Target Books

Recommended Book: Rank #1 0.014 (0.002)

Recommended Book: Rank #2 0.013 (0.001)

Recommended Book: Rank #3 0.013 (0.002)

Table 2. Statistics Summary of Similarity (mean, standard
deviation) of Co-Purchased Books
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5. Theoretical Model and Estimation Results

The need to have an instrument variable for model
estimation derived from the following ideas. When
considering a linear model,

y = β0 +β1 x1 +β2 x2+... + βk xk  + ε (2)

E(ε) = 0,  Cov (xj, ε ) = 0, j = 1, 2, ,...,  k − 1,      (3)

where xk might be correlated with ε. It means that the
explanatory variables x1, x2, .... xk− 1 are exogenous, while
xk is considered endogenous in (2).

An observable variable z1 that is not in equation (2) is then
needed to satisfy the following two conditions. First, z1
should be uncorrelated with ε, that is,

Cov (z1, ε ) = 0 (4)

This requirement leads to the condition wherein x1, x1, ....
xk− 1, z1 are exogenous. The second condition requires the
linear projection of xk onto all the exogenous variables,
which means

xk =  δ0 + δ 1x1+ δ 2x2+.... + δ k− 1 xk− 1+ θ 1z1 + γk (5)

By definition, the linear project error is equal to zero, that
is E (γk) = 0, and (γk) is uncorrelated with all theexplanatory
variables. Notice that the key assumption for this
estimation is that θ 1≠ 0 [9].

In this setting, analogously, to study the sales effect the
target book has on each of the three recommended books
ranked from the co-purchased network, the sales rank of
the target book is theexplanatory variable, denoted as St.
The sales rank of the recommended book of rank k (k = 1,
2, ..., 3)  is regarded as the dependent variable and denoted
as Sr

k. Therefore, the preliminary estimation model for
recommended book of rankcan be stated as

   log (Sr
k ) = β0 +β1log (St

 ) + ε (6)

However, it is assumed that the error term  may be
correlated with  because of other factors on the e-
commerce website. One natural factor taken into account
is that there exists an omitted book that also affects the
sales of the target book, St, but that book is not obviously
observable. This book is considered an instrument book,
and its sales rank is denoted as Si. Furthermore, for such
a book to be a valid instrument for log (St

 ), it is assumed
that the logarithm for the sales of this book is uncorrelated
with  and that θ1≠ 0 in the following equation:

log (St
 ) = δ0 +θ1log (Si

 ) + γ (7)

Based on these arguments, in this study, this omittedbook

is collected from the pool of the books that correlate with
the target books but not with the recommended books.
One simple candidacy set contains the target book sales
with a time lag equal to 1. That is, at time p,

log (St
p )  =  δ0 + θ1 log (St

p−1) + γ (8)

Applying the model in equation (6) to the co-purchased
book data from Amazon.com, the ordinary least squares
(OLS) method was first performed for estimating the sales
of the recommended books ranked 1, 2, and 3, which are
assumed to be affected by the sales of the target books,
but without considering the issue of instrument books.
The OLS method estimates the unknown parameters in a
linear regression model while minimizing the differences
between the observed and predicted responses [9]. The
instrument books are then introduced to the model, leading
to a two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimation. 2SLS is
the extension of the OLS method that is used when the
dependent variable’s error terms are correlated with the
independent variables [9], which applies to the case here.
The comparative results are shown in Table 3.

These results suggest the following observations. By using
instrument books for the model estimation, the sales
effects (coefficients and significance) of the target book
on the recommended books ranked 1, 2, or 3 remain
unchanged. This is an interesting finding, and it shows
that although there is often a concern of whether other
factors on an e-commerce website are impacting product
sales concurrently and changing the effects of co-purchase
recommendations, there is indeed a reason for people to
believe that direct product links from the target book to
the recommended books can strongly reflect the impacts
on product sales. This finding also complies with the value
of co-purchase recommendations that is usually
recognized.

Based on the above results, the original OLS estimation
model is further examined. Recall that not only the sales
effect of the target book on the recommended books was
considered. In this study, moreover, it is also investigated
whether the similarity of the customer base of the target
and the recommended books impact the sales of the latter.
In other words, in this model, another explanatory variable
should be introduced, i.e., the similarity of target book  t
and recommended book  r of rank, k denoted as Sim(t, rk),
which can be computed in equation (1). That is,

Applying model in equation (9) to the co-purchased book
data, the estimation results are given in Table 4.

In Table 4, two effects on the sales of the recommended
books are estimated: 1) the sales of the target book and
2) the similarity of the customer base between the target
and recommended books. Two interesting patterns appear.
First, both the sales of the target book and the similarity
of the customer base have a significant positive effect on

log (Sr
k ) =β0 + β1log (St) + β2logSim(t, rk) + ε      (9)
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the sales of the recommended books. This finding is
consistent with the general understanding and motivation
for the use of co-purchase recommendations: the product
links are presented for consumers to relate different
products together, thus aiming to increase the visibility of
these products and also encourage shopping transactions.
In addition, the “customers who bought this item also
bought” list is designed to provide consumers with effective
and intelligent recommendations. Although the
mechanisms of how Amazon.com creates such
recommendation lists are not publicly known, it is natural
to assume that a successful recommendation should be
able to provide similar, like-minded consumers with
correlated products. This assumption is further verified in
the proposed model, namely, the similarity of customer
base between the target and recommended books does
have a significant effect on product sales of the
recommended books.

Another pattern shown in Table 4 is that the lower the
rank (in terms of the listed position) of the recommended
book in the “customers who bought this item also bought”
list, the less influential the sales of the target book as

well as the similarity of the customer base between books
will be on product sales. This is an interesting finding and
in fact is consistent with the nature of consumer purchase
behavior and the design of co-purchase recommendations.
The recommended book that ranked first at the leftmost
position in co-purchase recommendations is usually
considered more likely tobe explored and purchased, given
that the book is intentionally designed by Amazon.com
to become the strongest recommendation, such that it
will match consumers’ purchase interest, and be the most
visible and reachable product at first sight. As a result,
consumers’ purchasing decisions are more affected by
co-purchase recommendations if those co-purchased
products are ranked higher. In other words, co-purchased
products that are listed lower inthe recommendation list
may not catch consumers’ attentions or match their
purchase interests as much as higher-ranked products
will. Table 4 provides economic evidence to support these
arguments.

The model is further modified to examine to what degree
the sales effect is due to online recommendations by
looking at the similarity of the customer base for two

Recommended
Book Variable Coefficient Estimate Estimate

Rank #1 Constant β0 8.089*** 8.094***
log (St

 ) β1 0.038* 0.037*

Rank #2 Constant β0 8.266*** 8.235***
log (St

 ) β1 0.042** 0.045**

Rank #3 Constant β0 8.332*** 8.308***
log (St

 ) β1 0.043** 0.045**

OLS 2SLS

Significance level: *** <0.01; **<0.05; *<0.1

Table 3. Estimation Results for Sales of Recommended Books Ranked 1, 2, and 3: OLS and 2SLS

Recommended
Book Variable Coefficient Estimate

Rank #1 Constant β0 23.674***
log (St

 ) β1 0.109***
logSim (t, r1) β2 3.837***

Rank #2 Constant β0 21.495***
log (St

 ) β1 0.097***
logSim (t, r2

 ) β2 3.243***

Rank #3 Constant β0 19.929***
log (St

 ) β1 0.090**
logSim (t, r3) β2 2.841***

Table 4. How Target Sales and Customer Base Similarity Affect Recommended Product Sales
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books. In order to compare β1 to β2 in model equation (9)
for their effects on the sales of recommended book of

where z1 = logSim (t, rk) + logSt ]/2 and z2 = logSim (t, rk) -
logSt ]/2. Therefore, to examine whether online
recommendations are a significant determinant of product
sale effects, B2 in equation (10) is tested whether it is
significantly larger than zero. Applying model (10) to the
collected, co-purchased book data, including the target
books and the recommended books ranked 1-3, Table 5
shows the estimation results using OLS regression.Table
5 illustrates to what degree the effects on the sales of
recommended books are due to a similarity of customer
base. This observation reveals whether online
recommendations significantly determine sales effect. In
other words, the weight that customer base similarity
contributes to sales effect was examined. The results show
that the similarity of the customer bases for the target
and recommended books, which reveal the effectiveness
of co-purchase recommendations, does play an important
role in affecting product sales of the recommended books.
Moreover, this importance remains existent even with lower
ranked recommended books. While for lower ranked
books, as suggested in co-purchase recommendations,
the impacts of sales of the target book and the similarity
are claimed to be less, the similarity of the customer base
of books still holds a crucial effect, leading to the finding
that online recommendations do matter when suggesting
co-purchased books.

6. Conclusions and Future Directions

This paper combines econometric modeling and text
mining techniques to provide a multimodal analysis and
evidence from “customers who bought this item also
bought” recommendations on Amazon.com by examining
the effects of 1) the sales of one book on another to which
a product link is suggested by Amazon.com as a connect,

rank k, equation (9) is re-parameterized as follows:

OLS
Recommended
Book Variable              Coefficient        Coefficient

Rank #1 Constant                      B0                 23.273
z1                                 B1                  3.845

                                     z2                                 B2                  3.631*

Rank #2 Constant                      B0                  21.995
z1                                   B1                                 3.369
z2                                   B2                                  3.171*

Rank #3 Constant                      B0                 19.929
z1                                                                   B1                                     2.931
z2                                                                  B2                                      2.751*

* Significantly larger than zero at a 95% confidence interval.

                   Table 5. Degree of the Effect of Online Recommendations on Sales of Recommended Books Ranked 1, 2, and 3.

log (Sr
k ) = B0 + B1z1 + B2z2 + u      (10)

and 2) the impacts of customer base similarity for two
books on the sales of one of them. Upon econometric
model estimations, three interesting observations emerge.
First, by introducing an instrument variable estimation,
the effect that the direct product links have on sales is
essentially strong. More specifically, while other factors
(e.g., the instrument books taken into account in the study)
might also affect product sales in a direct or indirect way
and which has been an issue when evaluating co-purchase
recommendations, the influence of direct co-purchase
recommendations is still considered dominant. Second,
the study of the similarity of the customer base for two
related books helps to understand whether or not these
online recommendations take effect by suggesting related
connections in terms of purchase, i.e., books to like-
minded consumers. This result suggests that both product
sales and customer base similarity significantly affect sales
of another product that is linked, or related, as suggested
by Amazon.com. The third observation helps one
understand to what degree consumers are affected by
online recommendations to perform the designated
purchase behavior. These findings point out that online
recommendations do play an important role in influencing
consumers in the course of online business. More
importantly, this result indicates that it is online
recommendations, rather than consumers’ product
awareness, that drive the purchase behavior when
recommendations are available, such as in the case of
any “customers who bought this item also bought” list.

This study contributes to academics by introducing an
econometric perspective to the understanding of theeffects
of online recommendations on product sales. In particular,
the combination of econometric analysis and data mining
techniques helps unravel the problem using an
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econometric model, but with hidden, previously
unobservable information, which was extracted, or mined,
using text mining. This study also recognizes the
effectiveness of online recommendations, which thereby
can help practitioners such as online companies to verify,
examine, and understand their designs for
recommendation and that value.

These research findings also open up several opportunities
for future directions and study. First, future research can
validate and extend the findings of this study for other
forms of online recommendations, such as “What Other
Items Do Customers Buy After Viewing This Item?,” a
type of social recommendation found on Amazon.com.
Secondly, the idea of examining the value of co-purchase
recommendations using an instrument variable could be
further extended. More complicated mechanisms involving
the endogeneity of such variables could also be
investigated. Indeed, the selection of an instrument variable
is an important issue and definitely deserves further
consideration and examination.
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